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Current technology makes it increasingly feasible for personal assistance systems to create an augmented episodic memory
that supplements their users’ own episodic memory. After considering the question of what such an augmented episodic
memory might be useful for, we present a proof-of-concept system SPECTER that realizes this idea. We consider in turn the
challenges of (a) automatically capturing and appropriately representing information about the user’s actions and experiences;
(b) enabling the user to review and revise the information captured; (c) offering functions based on the episodic memory
that can help the user deal more effectively with everyday situations; and (d) determining in what situations to make these
functions available proactively.

1 Introduction

The idea that human cognition can usefully be augmented by
digital memories is old and familiar: Most people now rely on
electronic appointment calendars, contact lists, and to-do lists
to cope with the demands of everyday life.

It is a bit less obvious how a particular type of digital
memory—a digital episodic memory, which essentially contains
records of a person’s past experiences—might be useful. Sure,
it may be nice to reflect on the events of one’s last vacation,
especially if the episodic memory in question includes concrete
media like photos; but in what ways can recollections from the
past help us to perform tasks in the present and the future?
This question is becoming increasingly relevant as the techno-
logical means for automatically capturing a person’s actions and
experiences increase (cf., e.g., [7]).

This paper summarizes research in a project whose primary
goal was to investigate ways in which an automatically con-
structed digital episodic memory can be created and exploited
to help people deal with the everyday world. Its relevance to
the topic of AI and human cognition does not lie in any at-
tempt to simulate human cognition. Instead, the strategy is to
(a) understand some of the functions that a particular aspect of
human cognition (episodic memory) has in some practically rele-
vant situations; and (b) design and test an augmentation of that
aspect of cognition that can serve the same functions, thereby
enhancing the person’s overall cognitive performance in certain
types of situation. As we will see, the added value of this sort
of support is greatest (a) with subtasks for which human cogni-
tive processing is least well adapted and (b) in cases where the
results of the system’s augmented processing can be combined
immediately with other types of processing by the system.

The system in question—called SPECTER—is in principle
applicable in a wide variety of situations. For concreteness in
this brief paper, we will refer to examples mainly from a shop-
ping domain, in which the system was most extensively tested.
We will also include occasional examples from other domains to
illustrate the generality of the functions of the system.

To get an initial idea of how an augmented episodic mem-
ory can be useful in a shopping setting, consider the following
scenario: You are browsing through the CDs in a CD store to-

gether with a friend, looking for something that you might like
to add to your collection. You pick up a CD that looks appealing
in some ways, though you have never heard of it before. Your
friend says: “This CD is a lot like that one by ’Heavy Metal,
Inc.’ that you listened to part of on the Amazon website yester-
day and didn’t especially like.” In this case, the reference to a
previous experience is an efficient way of conveying a good deal
of information about the newly encountered object. Note that
your friend is not only reminding you of an experience of yours;
she is also allowing you to benefit from some knowledge that
she has that you do not have: knowledge about the properties
of the CD that you are looking at.

Note also that part of the useful contribution of your friend
is a matter of timing: You would not want to be reminded
continually and indiscriminately of past experiences; reminders
should come at a point at which you can make some use of
them. Accordingly, one of the subtasks that need to be handled
by a system like SPECTER is that of identifying appropriate
situations for presenting reminders. An appropriate triggering

rule for a reminder in our example scenario might be “While I’m
shopping, remind me of similar products that I’ve recently seen
and either liked or disliked”.

As we will see below, there are a number of other ways in
which an augmented episodic memory can enhance a shopping
experience. Since these functions combine aspects of reminding
and recommending, we have coined the term recomindation to
refer to them.

In the rest of this paper, after discussing some relevant pre-
vious research, we will discuss in turn several components of
SPECTER which together yield the functionality required for
recomindation and for analogous functions in other domains.

2 Related Work

2.1 Recommender Systems

The significance of exploiting an augmented episodic memory
can be illustrated by a brief comparison of the recomindation
paradigm with more familiar approaches to product recommen-
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dation.1 Although there are exceptions, the general pattern is
for a recommender system to analyze certain types of informa-
tion about the user and then to recommend one or more actions
or objects to the user. Even where the system makes significant
use of information about past actions of the user, such as pur-
chases and ratings, the user is typically not reminded of these
past experiences. The exceptions that exist illustrate some of
the benefits of such reminding: The well-known explanations
of Amazon.com (e.g., “We recommend product A because you
once bought product B”) do not only explain the recommen-
dation; they also give the user an opportunity to reflect about
the significance of their past experiences (e.g., “I didn’t actually
like product B, so I’ll try something different this time”). A
more specific type of link to past experiences is offered by the
reflective history mechanism of Zimmermann et al. ([20, 21]):
When recommending a new TV show, their system would pro-
duce an explanation like “Xena: Warrior Princess is produced
by Sam Raimi, who produced the TV show American Gothic”,
the latter TV show being one that the user has seen in the past.

As is already suggested by these somewhat similar mecha-
nisms, by shifting the emphasis from pure recommendation to
a combination of recommending and reminding, the recominda-
tion paradigm involves the user more strongly in the process of
making the final decision.

Another important benefit of realizing recomindation in a
mobile personal assistant is that data about past experiences
from a wider range of sources can be taken into account than
with existing recommenders: As we will see, SPECTER consid-
ers products that the user has encountered while browsing the
web, products that she has seen in stores, and (depending on
the technical possibilities for capturing experiences) in princi-
ple products that the user has encountered in just about any
situation.

2.2 Augmented Memories More Generally

The automated building of memory-like structures has been
studied for more than 10 years (see, e.g., [13], [6], [9], [11]).
Most of this work has focused on capturing and organizing data
with the goals of freeing the user from the need to record per-
ceptions manually (e.g., by making notes) and of extending his
or her perception (e.g., by capturing events not noticed by the
user).

The retrieval of information from such memories has been
realized in quite different ways. For instance, to support a user
while he or she is browsing in an augmented memory, the system
may visually align and cluster the retrieved information (see,
e.g., [8]). For explicit retrieval, Lamming et al. emphasize the
special value of context for retrieval ([13]), while van den Hoven
explores an object-centered approach to recollection ([18]). We
contribute an approach that integrates these ideas with results
from a study about how users apply such records in an everyday
setting—a question seldom addressed before.

Besides such on-demand retrieval, augmented memories can
also play a role in proactive user support. For instance, a sys-
tem may display memories related to some previously retrieved
experience in order to assist the user in discovering relationships
(see, e.g., [14]). A variation of this approach based on a task

1A useful high-level overview is given in the first part of [5].

model is discussed in [10]: A knowledge worker is supported via
the presentation of task-relevant documents that have been re-
trieved automatically from a corporate memory. Other example
scenarios include the prevention of nursing accidents by means
of context-sensitive reminders of instructions ([12]) and social
matching on the basis of shared experiences (see, e.g., [17]).

3 Example Domain and System

Overview

In order to investigate the application of augmented memories,
we defined a scenario with different stages, in each of which
the user’s past experiences play a different role. We sketch the
scenario and the study only briefly here; more details will be
found below and in [16].

The general background story was that the study participant
was given a gift certificate worth 30 Euros for shopping at two
CD stores (called “Bonnie’s” and “Clyde’s) that were specialized
in a particular genre of CDs: movie soundtracks.

1. In Phase 1, before coming to the laboratory, each par-
ticipant filled in a web form indicating, for each of 100 movies,
what previous experience they had with that movie and/or its
soundtrack.

2. In Phase 2, in the laboratory, the participant spent
20 minutes browsing the “Soundtrack CDs” section of Ama-
zon.com’s website, the goal being to prepare for the later shop-
ping phase by becoming familiar with soundtracks and artists.
During this phase, the SPECTER system recorded the partici-
pant’s actions, as well as guesses about the participant’s evalu-
ation of the CDs viewed.

3. In Phase 3, the participant reviewed SPECTER’s record
of her browsing behavior and had an opportunity to correct any
inaccurate guesses that SPECTER had made about her evalua-
tions of CDs.

4. In Phase 4, the participant spent 30 minutes looking
in Bonnie’s and Clyde’s for interesting CDs that she would like
to buy with her gift certificate. During this phase, SPECTER
continued to record the user’s actions (e.g., looking at the covers
of individual CDs), but the system exploited the episodic memory
built up so far with various recomindation functions.

This setting formed the test bed for a framework of compo-
nents for capturing and processing perceptions made by sensors
in a smart environment (see Figure 1). Perceptions obtained
from sensors are buffered in a “short-term memory”.2 In addi-
tion, perceptions are recorded for long-term use in a context log
without further processing.

Perceptions become the subject of an abstraction process
that summarizes and combines perceptions to yield a more ab-
stract representation. In the case of the short-term memory,
the system matches the result of this process to preconditions
of services specified in the user model. One of these services
generates entries in a personal journal, which provides the user
with an event-based view on the collected data.

The personal journal is tightly linked to a user interface
that offers ways of inspecting and editing the artificial episodic

2Although no simulation of human cognitive processes is involved,
our framework includes some terms borrowed from psychology, which
suggest loose analogies.
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Figure 1: Main components and processes of the augmented
personal memory realized in SPECTER.

memory. User feedback gathered during these processes is
exploited—in combination with data extracted from the log and
the journal—to build the user model. This model then affects
the abstraction process, event construction, and situated behav-
ior of SPECTER.

In the following, we will walk through selected aspects of
this framework.

4 Populating the Augmented

Episodic Memory

4.1 Capturing the User’s Experiences

The availability of relevant observations about a user’s actions
and context is a crucial factor for the success of a system based
on an artificial episodic memory. With SPECTER, we use mul-
tiple approaches to acquire such information.

An important part of the CD shopping scenario introduced
above is the observation of the user while he or she is brows-
ing for music on the Amazon.com web pages (Phase 2 of the
study). We use a two-fold approach to capture and semantically
represent such interactions: In the first step, we analyze the web
pages visited by the user with a web proxy (cf. [19]) and try to
extract the Amazon standard identification number (ASIN) of
the products viewed by the user. In the second step, we use
this number as a key for querying the Amazon product database
(cf. [1]) for additional information. From the data returned, we
automatically create a new product instance in our object on-
tology and link this instance to a semantic representation of the
browsing act.

Another important aspect of the problem is that of capturing
the user’s behavior in the real world. To observe the user’s
actions in our mocked-up stores (Phase 4 of the study) we use
radio frequency identification (RFID) techniques. Each CD in
the stores is tagged with a passive RFID transponder and given a

unique identification code. Antennas in the shelves record which
CDs are taken from the shelves by the user at which times, as
well as the length of the time that each CD is held by the user.
Additionally, each transponder is annotated with the Amazon
identification code of the CD in question. Accordingly, a product
instance is automatically created in our object ontology for each
CD in the mocked-up stores. This instance enables the system
to relate the user’s experiences in the real-world stores to his or
her experiences on the Amazon.com web pages and vice versa.

To determine the user’s position within and between the
mocked-up stores, we employ an indoor location tracking system
based on active RFID transponders and georeferenced dynamic
Bayesian networks (cf. [4]). The system requires a number of
transponders to be placed as beacons in the environment. A mo-
bile receiver carried by the user receives the signals from these
beacons and computes the user’s current position. This infor-
mation is also used to detect when the user enters or leaves a
store. Because the spatial resolution of this system is too low in
some cases, we implemented an additional simulation interface
that allows the experimenter to generate arbitrary sensor events,
especially location-tracking events.

Besides the user’s actions, we try to capture the user’s gen-
eral context by exploiting other, external resources. In another
scenario loosely related to the CD scenario, for instance, we used
the user’s current position to query a weather information web
service for the current weather conditions and temperature at
the user’s location. This information was stored together with
the observed user actions and used as a cue for retrieval from
the digital episodic memory.

4.2 Organizing Perceptions

The result of this approach to capturing context is an exten-
sive record of largely uninterpreted data that can be exploited
with the goal of extending the user’s perception. But the sheer
amount of information, the lack of any relevance measure, and
the fine-grained nature of this data will in general make its un-
aided processing by the user him- or herself infeasible. There-
fore, the system has to assist the user not only in capturing but
also in interpreting and organizing information about actions and
events.

A way to address this challenge is to employ methods that
automatically transform perceptions into more abstract struc-
tures. In SPECTER, we experimented with methods such as
machine learning for the derivation of motion profiles (e.g., to
distinguish between ambling and goal-directed walking, cf. [3])
and plan recognition for recognizing complex events made up of
several perceptions. These processes do not involve the dele-
tion of perceptions but rather the enrichment of the augmented
memory. This approach is driven by several assumptions:

• Long-term effects: Data might turn out to be of value for
long-term observations.

• Explanation: The unprocessed data can be exploited for
explanations of the system’s top-level behavior.

• Limited comprehension: Because of its incomplete user
model, the system cannot compete with the user’s com-
prehension of a situation.

Consequently, the original perceptions remain available in
the memory. While this principle was less relevant in the CD
shopping scenario, it turned out to be of considerable interest
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Figure 2: Event- and object-centered access to memories: on
the left-hand side, examples from the user interface; on the
right-hand side, a sketch of the corresponding data model.

for other settings—for example, in a grocery shopping scenario,
where precise records of temperature data can be exploited to
explain a warning sent to the user about spoiled food.3 Never-
theless, since this approach does increase the amount of data
held in the memory, it complicates the retrieval of experiences.

In search of a data model for the support of retrieval from
augmented memories, we had to consider that different user
goals might call for different retrieval strategies. For instance,
many situations in our scenario focus on the user’s interaction
with the CD that the user is currently attending to; for these sit-
uations, object-centric access is most natural. By contrast, other
situations require knowledge about the context of the user’s past
experiences, for example, to provide the user with examples of
CDs seen in similar situations.

We decided to take this duality into account in the data
model. Its basis is an ontology describing actions, objects and
locations (cf. [15]). The fact that resources such as CDs and
locations are bound to the ontology enables the exploration of
memories on the basis of the ontology’s graph structure. This
mechanism is exploited by the system for detecting similarities
and by the user interface for providing an object-centered view on
memories. This view enables the realization of a user interface
that allows the comparison of object features (e.g., price) as
well as supporting object-specific functions (e.g., similar CDs in
the store). In parallel, the personal journal provides on the data
level an event-based index of the same data. In this way, the
users are able to browse experiences related to some location
or object (e.g., positive and negative experiences bound to a
particular CD). The corresponding user interface connects both
data views; for instance, the display of an object offers access
to related events, whereas the display of an event offers access
to the objects involved (see Figure 2).

3This scenario is currently being investigated in the project
SharedLife, which builds on the results of SPECTER.

5 Reviewing and Correcting the
Augmented Episodic Memory

No matter how sophisticated the capture of information about a
user’s past experiences may be, the record acquired in this way
is likely to contain many inaccuracies, especially where some
amount of interpretation on the part of the system is involved.
It will not in general be feasible or necessary to correct all of the
inaccuracies; but as we will see, in some cases it makes sense to
offer the user an opportunity to review the personal journal and
to make any adjustments that seem worthwhile. The reasons
can be illustrated with reference to the user study in the CD
scenario: Before actually shopping in the CD stores, the users
spent 20 minutes exploring the “Soundtrack CDs” section of the
Amazon.com website to familiarize themselves with some of the
CDs and artists that they would be likely to encounter in the
stores. During this browsing phase, SPECTER not only kept
track of the CDs that the user had looked at (and in some cases
listened to briefly) but also made guesses about the user’s likely
evaluation of each CD encountered. (These guesses were based
simply on the amount of time that the user spent on the web
page describing the CD.) These guesses were the part of the
personal journal that was likely to be inaccurate much of the
time. At the end of this browsing phase, each user was given an
opportunity to engage in what we call reflection: She could look
back at her encounters with the CDs on the website, accessing
them via various categories (e.g., one including the CDs that
SPECTER had guessed that she had evaluated positively). She
could then replace the guesses of SPECTER with her actual
evaluations. (The record in the personal journal distinguished
between guesses made by SPECTER and explicit evaluations
recorded by the user, because the latter can be assumed to be
more reliable.)

Although correcting estimates of evaluations might be
thought to be a tedious process, the participants in the study
recognized two benefits that made the process seem worthwhile:
1. Given a reasonably accurate record of the user’s evaluations,
SPECTER can give more useful reminders and recommendations
while the user is shopping in the stores. 2. The process itself of
reviewing the experiences—not chronologically but according to
categories relevant to the upcoming shopping experience—was
found by some to be a useful way of preparing for the shop-
ping activity. Despite these perceived benefits, the participants
thought that this type of reflection was the kind of activity that
they would prefer to handle in real life during idle time, such as
while taking a bus into town in order to shop.

One general principle illustrated here is that each activity
that a user is expected to engage in to ensure a reasonable level
of performance by a personal assistant like SPECTER needs to
seem reasonably attractive in terms of the balance of costs and
benefits. Making it possible to engage in reflection during idle
time is a way of minimizing the costs; organizing reflection in
a way that maximizes the benefit for an immediately following
shopping experience is a way of maximizing both the benefits
and their immediacy.
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6 Exploiting the Augmented
Episodic Memory

The functions of SPECTER discussed in the previous sections
were designed to ensure that the user has a reasonably rich
and accurate augmented episodic memory. We now turn to the
key question of what can be done with such a memory. Since
space is too limited for a complete discussion of SPECTER’s
functionality and user interface, we will mention in turn several
typical functions and how they were used and accepted by the
participants in Phase 4 of the CD study, in which the participants
shopped in Bonnie’s and Clyde’s.

1. Use of Previously Encountered CDs as a Starting
Point. Two types of information that SPECTER offered the user
when the user entered one of the mocked-up CD stores were the
answers to the following questions: (a) “What CDs that I have
seen in the past and evaluated positively are available in this
store?”; (b) “What CDs in the store are similar to ones that I
have liked in the past?” The user could also pose explicit queries
of these types at any time. This functionality was frequently
used and highly rated; it allowed the participants to pick out
those CDs among the hundreds in each store that were in some
way related to their previous experiences.

We can understand the added value of this functionality by
considering the situation of a shopper who enters a store and
tries to recall, using her own memory, which relevant products
she has seen and liked in the past: Her recall would probably be
far from complete, unless the set of products in question com-
prised only a small number of distinctive items—or she skillfully
used information in the store (e.g., signs indicating categories of
CDs) as retrieval cues. But even if her recall were perfect, she
would then have to proceed to check which of the recalled items
were available in the store—in general discovering that some
of the items that she had taken the trouble to recall were not
available anyway. In other words, SPECTER further increases
the value of its support for recall by using the results immediately
as input to a second type of processing for which the shopper’s
cognitive capabilities are even less well suited.

2. Use of Information About Known Prices. Maybe the
most obvious practical benefit of reminders of past experiences
concerns price comparison: It was natural for participants in
the study to want to acquire each CD at the lowest possible
price, and the prices sometimes differed between the stores. Ac-
cordingly, before deciding to buy a CD, participants regularly
checked whether they had already seen it cheaper in the other
store. Although price comparison systems on the web perform
a roughly similar function, this function of SPECTER provides
support that is specifically applicable to the physical stores that
the user is visiting (which would not in general be covered in
an up-to-date way by any web-based price comparison system,
even if the user had access to such a system).

The added value of SPECTER’s automatic recording of
prices can be understood in terms of the fact that human
episodic memory is not very good for the storage and retrieval
of detailed numerical information. (By contrast, our shoppers
did not especially appreciate SPECTER’s ability to remind them
of how much they had previously liked a given CD when they
encountered that CD again: Evidently their own memory for
their past evaluations was seen as largely adequate.) As a fur-
ther benefit, SPECTER could in principle have provided some

automatic processing of the available price information (e.g.,
alerting the shopper to cases in which a CD is cheaper in the
current store than in the other store). But this functionality did
not appear to justify the risk of distracting the shoppers with
irrelevant information: The shoppers tended to use price as a
secondary consideration, their primary goal being to identify CDs
that they would like to have; and they found the active inspec-
tion of SPECTER’s price reminders to be a straightforward and
natural task.

3. Use of Pointers to Previously Encountered Similar
CDs. This function is the one that was illustrated in our example
in the Introduction: SPECTER presents previously encountered
products that are similar to the one that the user is currently
examining. Whereas some participants in the study accessed this
function fairly frequently and rated it as helpful, about an equal
number of participants used it little, if at all. Apparently the
benefits of this sort of reminder are not immediately obvious to
everyone, perhaps because it is seldom encountered in familiar
systems.

Note that in this case as well, the added value of SPECTER’s
digital episodic memory lies largely in the fact that it is applied in
conjunction with a different type of processing that would not in
general be possible for the shopper herself: Since the item that
the shopper is currently viewing is not known to the shopper,
it would be hard for her to recall similar items that she already
knows, since she would not be able to assess the similarity of
the item to previously encountered items.

4. Use of Representations of Past Events. One func-
tion offered by SPECTER that was seldom used or appreciated
in our study was the ability to access records of specific previ-
ous experiences (e.g., the experience of looking at a given CD
in Amazon.com)—to be distinguished from the more abstract
reminders of specific products and their evaluations (without
reference to any specific event). One possible explanation is
that a record of a shopping event such as looking at a product
does notcontain much useful information beyond the identity of
the product and the user’s evaluation of it. Events such as hav-
ing seen a movie a long time ago on a special occasion would
presumably be more worth remembering; but the events in ques-
tion could be recalled in our study by the participants without
help from SPECTER (since they had entered this information
themselves just a day earlier). Therefore, more interest in spe-
cific past experiences might be found in systems that recorded
information about more remote and/or interesting events. Still,
this result illustrates the general point that systems that offer
augmented episodic memories need to present the stored infor-
mation in a form and at a level of abstraction that makes sense in
view of the user’s tasks and the capabilities of their own human
memories.

7 Determining the Timing of the

System’s Proactive Actions

The recomindation paradigm requires that the system have ac-
cess to knowledge about when to present memories to the user.
The augmented memory is again of interest for retrieving such
knowledge. If the user decides to map some system service (such
as recomindation) to some situation, the system needs to know
the characteristic features of that situation in order to construct
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Figure 3: A user interface for critiquing situational features (left-
hand side); user feedback may trigger a negotiation about these
features during reflection (right-hand side).

a decision tree which is applied to recognize the situation’s future
occurrences. We realized the specification of these features as a
collaborative process comprising several steps, which combines
the system’s capability to deal with the statistical relevance of a
situation’s features with the user’s ability to name semantically
meaningful concepts that can and should be used to describe
the characteristics of a situation:

1. The user selects events from the episodic memory, which
represent, in his or her opinion, typical preconditions for
triggering the desired service.

2. The system expands this example set on the basis of a
similarity measure with additional events from the mem-
ory.

3. The system mines the example set for candidate features.
4. The user critiques the feature set.
5. Once the user is satisfied with the feature set, the decision

tree is constructed and linked to the system’s short-term
memory.

The result of our ongoing effort is a user interface which
provides several interaction layers of varying complexity for com-
bining services and situations; for a detailed description of this
interface, please see [2]. Especially relevant for critiquing a situ-
ation’s features (and thus for configuring the execution of linked
services) is the screen shown on the left-hand side of Figure 3.
This screen shows, as presented to the user, a list of features
that have been extracted using statistical methods.

The user can critique this set by deselecting features or by
navigating in their semantic neighborhood using a graphical in-
terface to the underlying ontology. In our example scenario,
the user might want to inform the system that recomindations
should be provided only in certain kinds of stores. She might
do so by inspecting and refining the store-related features—for
example, by replacing the name of a chain of stores with the
designation of a particular store in a given location.

Once such a decision tree has been linked to the short-term
memory, its effects are recorded in the augmented episodic mem-
ory. SPECTER can then take the user’s feedback on its support-
ing actions into account for the reflection process. For instance,
if the user rates one of these system actions negatively, the sys-
tem will ask during the next introspection process whether the
decision tree in question should be adjusted. The system makes

suggestions that are based on the ontology’s structure—for ex-
ample, suggesting that the service be triggered only for a more
specific product category, as is illustrated on the right-hand side
of Figure 3. If the user is not confident with these suggestions,
the features have to be adjusted by means of the critiquing
mechanism described above.

8 Conclusion

Compared with many articles on the relationship between AI re-
search and human cognition, our brief discussion of SPECTER
and the recomindation paradigm has illustrated a different way in
which the application of AI (and other) techniques can take into
account general properties of human cognition: Instead of trying
to simulate human cognition in order to understand it better, we
try to support human cognition by providing functionality similar
to certain cognitive functions in a way that augments these func-
tions. Although this general strategy has already been applied in
many familiar ways, SPECTER’s digital episodic memory illus-
trates how new applications of it can still be found—especially
when hardware and software advances make feasible new types
of support.

The experience with SPECTER shows that the added value
of a digital episodic memory is especially great when (a) the
particular recall and recognition tasks involved are ones for which
human episodic memory is not very well adapted; and/or (b) the
results yielded by the digital memory can be processed further
by the system without intervention of the user.
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